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These are some initial ideas to start the conversation…  
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What is OpenSHMEM ? 

• OpenSHMEM is a PGAS library interface specification 
• Two versions  

–  1.0: Derivate of SGI SHMEM man pages (released in 2011) 
–  1.1(Draft): Errata, improve readability, and clarify semantics 

(open for comments) 
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OpenSHMEM: Basic Concepts 

DRAFT

3. MEMORY MODEL 3
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Figure 1: OpenSHMEM Memory Model

3 Memory Model

An OpenSHMEM program consists of data objects that are private to each PE and data objects that are remotely
accessible by all PEs. Private data objects are stored in the local memory of each PE and can only be accessed by the
PE itself; these data objects cannot be accessed by other PEs via OpenSHMEM routines. Private data objects follow
the memory model of C or Fortran. Remotely accessible objects, however, can be accessed by remote PEs using
OpenSHMEM routines. Remotely accessible data objects are called Symmetric Objects. All symmetric data objects
have a corresponding object with the same name, type, size, and offset (from an arbitrary memory address) on all PEs.
Symmetric objects are accessible by all executing PEs via the OpenSHMEM API. Symmetric data objects accessed
via typed OpenSHMEM interfaces are required to be natural aligned based on their type requirements and underlying
architecture. In OpenSHMEM the following kinds of data objects are symmetric:

• Fortran data objects in common blocks or with the SAVE attribute. These data objects must not be defined in a
dynamic shared object (DSO).

• Non-stack C and C++ variables. These data objects must not be defined in a DSO.

• Fortran arrays allocated with shpalloc

• C and C++ data allocated by shmalloc

OpenSHMEM dynamic memory allocation routines (shpalloc and shmalloc) allow collective allocation of Symmet-
ric Data Objects on a special memory region called the Symmetric Heap. The Symmetric Heap is created during the
execution of a program at a memory location determined by the implementation. The Symmetric Heap may reside on
different memory regions on different PEs. Figure 1 shows how OpenSHMEM implements a PGAS model using re-
motely accessible (Symmetric objects) and private data objects when executing an OpenSHMEM program. Symmetric
data objects are stored on the symmetric heap or in the global/static memory section of each PE.
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•  Provides routines enabling parallel programming 
•  Parallel processes are called Processing Element(PE)s 
•  Symmetric objects have same address on all PEs 

•  Static and global variables 
•  Symmetric Heap: Memory allocated by the shmalloc routine 
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OpenSHMEM Routines 

• Remote Memory 
• Atomic Memory 
• Collective 
• Point-to-point Synchronization 
• Point-to-point Ordering 
• Distributed Locking 
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What does OpenSHMEM Lack ? 

• Light-weight generic group creation routines 
• Non-blocking routines 

–  Collectives, Remote Memory, Atomics .. 

• Graceful library shutdown 
• Error codes, Threading model, Communication context, 

I/O interfaces, Fault tolerance, Profiling interfaces and 
more .. 
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Explicit Active Sets 

• Active sets: A lightweight “abstraction” to express a 
group of PEs on which collective operations are 
executed 

• Limitations: 
–  Supports only log strides 
–  Lifetime is limited to only one collective call 

• Explicit Active Sets (ASET) (Extension) 
–  Active sets are encapsulated in an opaque object 
–  Lifetime extended beyond a single collective call 
–  Supports more than log strides between the PEs in an Active 

Set  
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Example Interfaces for Creating and Using 
ASET 154 S. Poole et al.

Table 1. Examples of Proposed active set operations and their APIs

Create a strided active
set.

shmem aset *shmem create strided aset(int PE start, int
PE stride, int PE size)

Create a log-strided
active set.

shmem aset *shmem create log strided aset(int PE start,
int PE log stride, int PE size, int stride base)

Create a user-defined
active set.

shmem aset *shmem create custom aset(int PE start,
shmem offset fn offset, int PE size, void *const params)

Create a generic active
set.

shmem aset *shmem create generic aset(int *PE list, int
PE size)

Check if a PE is in an
active set.

int shmem in aset(shmem aset *aset)

Query the size of an
active set.

int shmem aset size(shmem aset *aset)

Delete an active set. void shmem delete aset(shmem aset *aset);

encourage the use of explicit active sets, together with non-blocking collective
operations, while minimizing changes to the existing OpenSHMEM 1.0 API. The
behavior for the original collective operations will remain the same, including
shmem barrier all(), which will always require the participation of all PEs in
the system.

An example is shown below demonstrating the process of creating and using
a strided active set:

1 int main(int argc , char **argv) {
2 shmem_aset *aset;
3 ...
4 /* creates an active set containing PEs 0, 3, 6, 9, ... */
5 aset = shmem_create_strided_aset(0, 3, npes / 3);
6 /* equivalent to the OpenSHMEM 1.0- style (me % 3 == 0) */
7 if (shmem_in_aset(aset)) {
8 shmem_barrier_aset(aset , pSync);
9 }

10 }

Similarly, creating a custom function for selecting the PEs in an active set
involves little more than creating the custom function itself:

1 int my_custom_index_fn(int PE_index , int PE_start , int PE_size , void
*const_params) {

2 return PE_index * PE_index + PE_start ;
3 }
4 int main(int argc , char **argv) {
5 shmem_aset *aset;
6 ...
7 /* creates an active set containing PEs 2, 3, 6, 11 */
8 aset = shmem_create_custom_aset(2, &my_custom_index_fn, 4, NULL);
9 if (shmem_in_aset(aset)) {

10 shmem_barrier_aset(aset , pSync);
11 }
12 }

Theplacementanduse of the shmem create custom aset() and shmem in aset()
functions here may seem unusual for some OpenSHMEM application developers.
Being placed outside of the conditionalmeans that the create function canbe called
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Creating ASET using the Stride Interface 

154 S. Poole et al.

Table 1. Examples of Proposed active set operations and their APIs

Create a strided active
set.

shmem aset *shmem create strided aset(int PE start, int
PE stride, int PE size)

Create a log-strided
active set.

shmem aset *shmem create log strided aset(int PE start,
int PE log stride, int PE size, int stride base)

Create a user-defined
active set.

shmem aset *shmem create custom aset(int PE start,
shmem offset fn offset, int PE size, void *const params)

Create a generic active
set.

shmem aset *shmem create generic aset(int *PE list, int
PE size)

Check if a PE is in an
active set.

int shmem in aset(shmem aset *aset)

Query the size of an
active set.

int shmem aset size(shmem aset *aset)

Delete an active set. void shmem delete aset(shmem aset *aset);

encourage the use of explicit active sets, together with non-blocking collective
operations, while minimizing changes to the existing OpenSHMEM 1.0 API. The
behavior for the original collective operations will remain the same, including
shmem barrier all(), which will always require the participation of all PEs in
the system.

An example is shown below demonstrating the process of creating and using
a strided active set:

1 int main(int argc , char **argv) {
2 shmem_aset *aset;
3 ...
4 /* creates an active set containing PEs 0, 3, 6, 9, ... */
5 aset = shmem_create_strided_aset(0, 3, npes / 3);
6 /* equivalent to the OpenSHMEM 1.0- style (me % 3 == 0) */
7 if (shmem_in_aset(aset)) {
8 shmem_barrier_aset(aset , pSync);
9 }

10 }

Similarly, creating a custom function for selecting the PEs in an active set
involves little more than creating the custom function itself:

1 int my_custom_index_fn(int PE_index , int PE_start , int PE_size , void
*const_params) {

2 return PE_index * PE_index + PE_start ;
3 }
4 int main(int argc , char **argv) {
5 shmem_aset *aset;
6 ...
7 /* creates an active set containing PEs 2, 3, 6, 11 */
8 aset = shmem_create_custom_aset(2, &my_custom_index_fn, 4, NULL);
9 if (shmem_in_aset(aset)) {

10 shmem_barrier_aset(aset , pSync);
11 }
12 }

Theplacementanduse of the shmem create custom aset() and shmem in aset()
functions here may seem unusual for some OpenSHMEM application developers.
Being placed outside of the conditionalmeans that the create function canbe called

 
 

•  PEs that are not a part of the ASET return NULL 
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Creating ASET using the Custom Function 
Interface 

154 S. Poole et al.

Table 1. Examples of Proposed active set operations and their APIs

Create a strided active
set.

shmem aset *shmem create strided aset(int PE start, int
PE stride, int PE size)

Create a log-strided
active set.

shmem aset *shmem create log strided aset(int PE start,
int PE log stride, int PE size, int stride base)

Create a user-defined
active set.

shmem aset *shmem create custom aset(int PE start,
shmem offset fn offset, int PE size, void *const params)

Create a generic active
set.

shmem aset *shmem create generic aset(int *PE list, int
PE size)

Check if a PE is in an
active set.

int shmem in aset(shmem aset *aset)

Query the size of an
active set.

int shmem aset size(shmem aset *aset)

Delete an active set. void shmem delete aset(shmem aset *aset);

encourage the use of explicit active sets, together with non-blocking collective
operations, while minimizing changes to the existing OpenSHMEM 1.0 API. The
behavior for the original collective operations will remain the same, including
shmem barrier all(), which will always require the participation of all PEs in
the system.

An example is shown below demonstrating the process of creating and using
a strided active set:

1 int main(int argc , char **argv) {
2 shmem_aset *aset;
3 ...
4 /* creates an active set containing PEs 0, 3, 6, 9, ... */
5 aset = shmem_create_strided_aset(0, 3, npes / 3);
6 /* equivalent to the OpenSHMEM 1.0- style (me % 3 == 0) */
7 if (shmem_in_aset(aset)) {
8 shmem_barrier_aset(aset , pSync);
9 }

10 }

Similarly, creating a custom function for selecting the PEs in an active set
involves little more than creating the custom function itself:

1 int my_custom_index_fn(int PE_index , int PE_start , int PE_size , void
*const_params) {

2 return PE_index * PE_index + PE_start ;
3 }
4 int main(int argc , char **argv) {
5 shmem_aset *aset;
6 ...
7 /* creates an active set containing PEs 2, 3, 6, 11 */
8 aset = shmem_create_custom_aset(2, &my_custom_index_fn, 4, NULL);
9 if (shmem_in_aset(aset)) {

10 shmem_barrier_aset(aset , pSync);
11 }
12 }

Theplacementanduse of the shmem create custom aset() and shmem in aset()
functions here may seem unusual for some OpenSHMEM application developers.
Being placed outside of the conditionalmeans that the create function canbe called

•  Custom function maps a PE number to an index 
•  PEs that are not a part of ASET return NULL 
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Performance Comparison of ASET Creation 
Routines 

OpenSHMEM Extensions and a Vision for Its Future Direction 155

by PEs that are not in the defined active set. This is due to the updated syntax for
active set creation, and will still result in valid code.

The performance of each of the four methods is compared using barrier op-
erations to that of the implicitly defined active sets from OpenSHMEM 1.0 in
Figure 2. All the tests were performed using the same OpenSHMEM reference
implemention modified to use UCCS as described in Section 2. Each of the re-
sults represents the time spent performing a barrier on four PEs, using either an
implicitly defined logarithmically strided active set or one of the four methods for
creating explicit active sets as previously described. It can be seen that not only
is there no additional overhead for defining active sets explicitly compared to the
original implicit definitions, but there is also no performance penalty dependent
on which method for defining an explicit active set is chosen.
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Fig. 2. Performance of Barriers on Active Sets

3.2 Non-blocking Operations

All proposed non-blocking operations require a mechanism to check for comple-
tion of the request. For this purpose we introduce an opaque request object of
type shmem request handle t and two query functions defined on this request ob-
ject, namely, shmem wait request() and shmem test request(). Each non-blocking
operation will produce exactly one such handle, which will be unique to that par-
ticular outstanding operation. All calls to non-blocking operations return imme-
diately and all participating PEs must check for completion by using a wait
or a test before reusing any resources involved in the operation. A call to wait
will return only once the operation is completed, while test returns immediately
with information on the status of the request, regardless of whether or not it has
completed. There are no specific requirements in terms of the progress model for
these operations and an OpenSHMEM library implementation is free to choose
when and how the operations progress.

3.2.1 Non-blocking Collective Operations
We extend the OpenSHMEM API for collective operations such as collection,
reduction, barrier and broadcast by adding their non-blocking variants. With the
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Non-blocking Operations (Extension) 
 

 
• Splits the invocation and completion of an operation 

–  Completion/Synchronization decoupled from the invocation 
–  Allows multiple outstanding operations 
– Out of order completion  
–  Enables asynchronous progress (not guaranteed) 
–  Enables computation-communication overlap 
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Non-blocking Remote Memory Access 
Operations 
 
•  shmem_put_nb /shmem_get_nb 
• On return of this call  

–  The Put/Get has been successfully posted (not necessarily 
on hardware) 

–  Buffer not reusable (In OpenSHMEM 1.0, it is reusable) 
–  No guarantee that the data is transferred to the remote PE 

• Requires calling shmem_wait_request/
shmem_wait_test to learn the status of the operation 
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Example Usage of Non-blocking Get 
Operations 

OpenSHMEM Extensions and a Vision for Its Future Direction 157

1 int main(int argc , char *argv[]){
2 shmem_request_handle_t request1 ;
3 ...
4 start_pes(0);
5 ...
6 shmem_longlong_fadd_nb(target , 10, 1, &oldval , &request1 );
7 ...
8 //some useful work
9 ...

10 shmem_wait_request(request1 );
11 ...
12 return 0;
13 }

3.2.3 Non-blocking Data Transfer Operations
According to OpenSHMEM Specification 1.0, a put operation returns only af-
ter the local buffer is available for reuse. As a non-blocking extension to the
put operation, the call will return immediately and the local buffer will not be
available for reuse until the operation has achieved local completion. These non-
blocking semantics can be especially advantageous for communication patterns
that involve communicating parts of an array to different PEs without immedi-
ate reuse. The get operation returns only after the value is updated at the local
PE. For programs that do not need the value updated by the get call immedi-
ately, waiting for local completion is an unnecessary burden. The non-blocking
get operation will allow the local PE to execute other calls and operations while
waiting for the remote data to be communicated. An example of a non-blocking
get operation in an OpenSHMEM program is illustrated below:

1 int main(int argc , char *argv[]){
2 shmem_request_handle_t request1 ;
3 ...
4 start_pes(0);
5 ...
6 shmem_int_get_nb(target , source , 1, me+1, &request1 );
7 //some useful work
8 //call wait before the value is required by local PE
9 shmem_wait_request(request1 );

10 x = target + 0.25 * y;
11 ...
12 return 0;
13 }

Non-blocking data transfer is not a novel concept and SHMEM implementations
like Quadrics [9] have included it in their library APIs. We differ in our approach
as we define the non-blocking operations on explicit active set handles. By cre-
ating an explicit active set we not only simplify the API but make OpenSHMEM
programs more suitable for analysis via compiler based tools.

3.3 Thread Safety

In OpenSHMEM 1.0 there is no support for thread safety nor guarantees for
what one might expect when trying to execute an OpenSHMEM program in
a multi-threaded environment. Providing basic thread safety support may pro-
mote interoperability between OpenSHMEM and other programming models
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Non-blocking Atomic Operations 

• Performs read and update operations on symmetric 
data objects 

• Semantics: Similar to non-blocking Put/Get operations 
• non-fetch operations are already non-blocking  

–  This operation is explicit - status of the operation can be 
learnt using the request handle.  
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What about shmem_quiet/shmem_fence ? 

• No change in semantics of shmem_quiet and 
shmem_fence 
–  shmem_quiet does not guarantee the completion of prior 

invoked non-blocking RMA or Atomic Operations 
–  shmem_fence does not order non-blocking RMA or Atomic 

Operations 
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Non-blocking Collective Operations 

• barrier, barrier_all, broadcast, collect, and reductions 
• The invocation and completion semantics are similar to 

the non-blocking RMA and Atomic operations 
– Outstanding operations 
– Out of order completion  
–  Requires wait/test routine to be called for learning the status 

and completion 
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Ordering of Non-blocking Collectives 

• Order of non-blocking collectives on an ASET should 
be the same  

 
switch(pe) {  

 case 0:  
 shmem_barrier_nb(aset, pSync,&request1);  
 shmem_broadcast32_nb(&y,&x,1,aset,pSync1, &request2);  
 shmem_wait_request(request1); break;  

 
 case 1: 
 shmem_broadcast32_nb(&y,&x,1,aset,pSync1, &request2);  
 shmem_barrier_nb(aset, pSync,&request1);  
 shmem_wait_request(request1); break;  

} 
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Graceful Library Shutdown (Extension) 

•  shmem_finalize 
–  All PEs should call shmem_finalize (collective) 
–  All non-blocking operations should be completed  
–  All request handles should be released  
–  Implementation may (should) release the resources 
–  Using OpenSHMEM routines would require calling start_pes 

by all participating PEs 

•  shmem_abort 
–  Any PE can call shmem_abort 
–  Aborts the execution of OpenSHMEM program 
–  Best effort to abort other PEs 
– OS Process can continue ..  
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Summary 

• Evolutionary steps  
–  Encapsulating Active sets in an opaque object and removing 

the constraints  
–  Non-blocking operations  
– Graceful library shutdown 

• Prototype implementation for the extensions (except 
non-blocking collectives) 
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Wishlist 

• Add a memory context: pSync and pWork integrated 
into ASET 
–  Performance - library optimizations  
–  Productivity - library manages memory 

• Add a communication context  
–  Provides library isolation 
– Will this make ASETs heavy weight ? 
–  Are we moving away from global symmetric memory ? 
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Wishlist 

• Threading model  
•  I/O interfaces 
• Error codes 
• Profiling / Tools interface  
• Fault tolerance 
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